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PARTY RESPONSIBILITY.
The Liberal leaders of British Col

umbia have decided to hold a straight 
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either party, and naturally he has about inn men being emp oy f pearmg that on the fingers of a single qutots, lecturers and preachers
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eral leaders have taken the most ] „, a railroad from Valdes via the manuscripts and plan productions. No 
effective steps that has yet been made (,(jpper and -panana rivers to Eagle vaudeville author need say that his 
in the direction of restoring British and says he believes such a road will pieces go unread or sufier in perform- 
Columbia to,a condition of political be a reality in the near furure. ance from lack of rehearsal
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trade are represented and the mhabi- sidération. The best names so iat 
tante are confident that the country have been attached to the biggest 

Seattle already holds a most enviable J ig nQW the cyB08,,re of capitalists ttexles.
place among American cities on ac-; pIom prince William Sound 36 miles j The time is ripe for any able-headed
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, . . mg Co. is operating cxieusively, it* to the soul of humanity
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pended during the coming year indi- coma Sau,rday lor the u.e modern vanety show that re-
cates very clearly that the Queen He was accompanied by Iuses to modern, and we attend it,
City is determined not to flag he Mr. M J Coleman manager tor^the ^ ^mk, not lot the lame attempts at
fact that Seattle can afiord to expend ^ to the outsidkton *vpcâ- uplifting, hut for the old familiar

the amount named, speaks volumes~ tion of several months’ duration. tunrs ol song, dance, slapstick and

\ avocate».
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